Welcome

We teach UCSF students and postdoctoral scholars the professional skills required to navigate their careers successfully.

New and Noteworthy: Meet UCSF alumni with UCSFConnect!

Want to connect with UCSF Alumni? The Alumni Association and OCPD have launched [UCSFConnect](https://career.ucsf.edu), a platform for students, postdocs and alumni to connect!

**Why use UCSFConnect?**
This tool allows alumni to identify what ways they would be willing to connect with students and postdocs. You can view if an alumni is open to answering questions, reviewing your CV, or conducting an informational interview!

Getting online is simple - use your LinkedIn account, or just sign up in less than 2 minutes! Need help connecting or not sure how to approach professionally? Make a [20 minute Mini Appointment to get the help you need](https://career.ucsf.edu).
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